Phylogenetic analyses of termite post-embryonic sequences illuminate caste and developmental pathway evolution
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SUMMARY Termites are highly eusocial insects with a caste polyphenism (i.e., discontinuous morphological differences between castes) and elaborated behaviors. While the developmental pathways leading to caste occurrence are well-known in many species, the evolutionary origin of these pathways is still obscure. Recent molecular phylogenetic studies suggest multiple independent origins of sterile castes in termites, reviving a 30 years old debate. We demonstrate here that diploid sterile castes (“true” workers) evolved several times independently in this group and that this caste was lost at least once in a lineage with developmentally more flexible workers called pseudergates or “false” workers. We also infer that flexibility in post-embryonic development was acquired multiple times independently during termite evolution. We suggest that focusing on detailed developmental pathways in phylogenetic analyses is essential for elucidating the origin of caste polyphenism in termites.

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of complex and integrated social systems, Darwin’s “special difficulty” (Darwin 1859), still challenges modern evolutionary biologists (e.g., Hamilton 1964; Wilson 1971; Nowak et al. 2010; Nonacs 2011; Roux and Lion 2011; Johnstone et al. 2012): How could sterile individuals, which are incapable of reproducing, have possibly evolved? How could they evolve independently in different lineages (Duffy and Macdonald 2010)? How does one explain the evolution of sociality in diploid organisms (Costa 2006), given that the relatedness component of Hamilton’s hypothesis does not play as strong a role as in haplodiploid organisms? Even though several studies have conceptually addressed the evolutionary origin of sterile caste in insects (e.g., Bartz 1979; Roisin 1994; Boomsma 2009; see Howard and Thorne 2011 for a recent review), the origin of these castes is not yet clear. While the developmental pathways leading to these castes are well known in many species, these pathways have yet to be thoroughly analyzed from a phylogenetic standpoint (see Korb and Hartfelder 2008; Nalepa 2010 for attempts in this direction). In order to understand the evolution of sociality, it is critical to identify through a comparative approach how developmental trajectories of sterile and sexual individuals evolved and diverged. Once key developmental events are characterized, new explanatory hypotheses about eusociality evolution emerge. Here, we perform such a comparative analysis on termites, a group of hemimetabolous diploid insects. Because termites have an extensive caste system, they offer an excellent model for studying the sterile caste paradox and its relation to the evolution of development.

Termites have four castes resulting from the expression of alternative post-embryonic developmental trajectories. Alates or imagos (Fig. 1e) follow a “normal” development (Noirot 1985a) with a post-embryonic developmental pathway similar to the one occurring in other, non-eusocial, hemimetabolous insects. Soldiers (Fig. 1d) share, in every termite species, a similar post-embryonic developmental pathway passing through a pre-soldier or white soldier stage (Noirot and Pasteels 1987) and likely have a single origin even though they express high interspecific morphological variability (Prestwich 1984). Two worker castes have been distinguished primarily based on a developmental criterion (Noirot and Pasteels 1987): “true” workers (Fig. 1b) defined “as individuals diverging early and irreversibly from the imaginal development” (Fig. 1a—right); and pseudergates (or “false” workers—Fig. 1c) defined “as individuals separating late from the imaginal line” (Fig. 1a—left).

Moreover, termites show a diversity of developmental flexibility, the evolution of which is closely intertwined with worker caste evolution. Pseudergates can develop from and into several different stages, including stages from the imaginal line. They have, by definition, a large spectrum of developmental possibilities so that species with pseudergates are
developmentally highly flexible. On the other hand, “true” workers, although capable of developing into soldier stages, do not have such a large spectrum of developmental potentialities, and usually display low developmental flexibility. High developmental flexibility has been considered either as an ancestral characteristic subsequently lost in some species, or as a derived one, acquired more recently (Noirot 1985b; Watson and Sewell 1985). The irreversible divergence from the imaginal line (referred to as “timing of differentiation”) varies according to the species, and its ancestral condition (late or early) is unknown (Noirot 1985a; Watson and Sewell 1985).

At the macroevolutionary level, the evolution of sociality has been inferred by reconstruction of social and caste systems as simple binary characters on molecular phylogenetic trees (Thompson et al. 2000, 2003; Grandcolas and D’Haese 2002, 2004; Inward et al., 2007; Pellens et al. 2007; Legendre et al. 2008a). Surprisingly, a comprehensive analysis of developmental stages from a phylogenetic standpoint is still lacking, as these previous attempts did not define castes systems with sufficient precision to adequately understand their evolution (Grandcolas and D’Haese 2003; Grandcolas et al. 2011). For instance, Termitidae and Mastotermitidae species each have a “true” worker caste, yet, in Mastotermitidae, “true” workers do not develop before the seventh instar while in Termitidae they can develop in the third instar, so these may not be homologous states.

Fig. 1. Post-embryonic sequences and castes in termites. (a) Illustration of Noirot and Pasteels’ ontogenetic criterion in worker caste recognition: simplified linear and bifurcated developmental pathways of Kalotermes flavicollis (left) and of Microcerotermites sp. (right), respectively. Each arrow represents a molt. Worker stages are in bold; (b) “true” workers of Macrotermes annandaei; (c)–(e) pseudergate, soldier and alate of Hodotermpes sjoestedti, respectively; f) post-embryonic sequences of three termite species: left versus right = sequences ending in alates versus sequences ending in soldiers; top versus bottom = unaligned versus aligned sequences—this alignment is one putative homology hypothesis among several possibilities. A, alate; B, Pre-soldier; E, egg; F, pseudergate; L, larva; N, nymph; S, soldier; W, ‘true’ workers. Photos courtesy of C. Bordereau.
The same problem is evident in the definition of pseudergate. As advocated recently (Korb and Hartfelder 2008; Roisin and Korb 2010), the original definition of pseudergate is impractical and does not accurately characterize the instars of Prorhinotermes, Termitogeton or Glossotermes species, so these authors proposed a broader definition, pseudergates *sensu lato*, which includes both larval and nymphal instars. However, combining larvae and nymphs into a single category may also result in nonhomologous states.

Combining the results of developmental processes into single, artificial categories obfuscates developmental differences which could be pivotal in deciphering caste evolution and that could only be revealed through the analysis of developmental sequences. Deciphering the succession of developmental stages in a phylogenetic analysis permits the inference of when developmental flexibility first originated and how the timing of differentiation has evolved.

One of the challenges in using developmental sequences in a phylogenetic framework has been the lack of computational tools to adequately deal with the data. Recent advances have resulted in more powerful phylogenetic tools, developed largely for the analysis of DNA sequence data (Thompson et al. 1994; Wheeler 1996; Edgar 2004) and developmental or behavioral sequences (Smith 1997; Velhagen 1997; Abbott and Tsay 2000; Bininda-Edmonds et al. 2002; Jeffery et al. 2002, 2005; Hay et al. 2004; Schulmeister and Wheeler 2004; Robillard et al. 2006; Legendre et al. 2008b). Smith (1997) and Velhagen (1997) concomitantly proposed an “event-pairing” method to compare developmental sequences. But this method, which partitions developmental sequences in paired events, suffers from strong methodological inconsistencies and can lead to erroneous results when it comes to phyloge netic tree reconstruction or optimization of hypothetical ancestors (Schulmeister and Wheeler 2004). Schulmeister and Wheeler (2004) showed that whole developmental sequences could be used instead of paired events and proposed to analyze them as a single character (i.e., one developmental sequence is treated as a single multistate character in a search-based optimization procedure—Wheeler 2003). This method necessitates, however, a pool of predetermined developmental sequences to reconstruct hypothetical ancestral sequences, and thus requires untestable assumptions.

We rather suggest treating developmental sequences in a similar manner to DNA sequences during the alignment stage in phylogenetics (Fig. 1f). Just as DNA sequences are successions of nucleotides whose positional homology relative to another sequence is uncertain, post-embryonic developmental sequences are successions of instars or stages whose homology to stages in other species is uncertain.

For this analysis, we combine DNA sequences of seven genetic markers and developmental data (post-embryonic sequences from the egg to soldier or alate stages) to estimate phylogenetic relationships among termite families. We then use this phylogeny to study caste and post-embryonic developmental pathway evolution through ancestral state reconstructions of developmental sequences. We also analyze developmental and molecular data separately to perform reconciliation analyses between both trees to address the evolution of developmental flexibility which provide new insights into the evolution of caste systems in termites.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sampling and molecular methods**

Molecular data were primarily derived from a previous phylogenetic analysis (Legendre et al. 2008a) we conducted with seven markers (*12S rRNA, 16S rRNA, 18S rRNA, 28S rRNA, cytochrome b, and cytochrome oxidase subunits I and II*; ~7500 bp) and 40 termite species representing the seven families currently recognized in termite classification. This sample put the emphasis on “lower” termites, the phylogenetic relationships of which are more controversial (Inward et al. 2007, Legendre et al. 2008a). We supplemented these data with sequences of *Glossotermes oculatus* (GenBank accession numbers JN647689–JN647692), the single Serritermitidae species for which developmental data are available (Bourguignon et al. 2009). Our molecular data set is thus comprised of seven partitions for 41 termite species. Primers and molecular techniques were described in Legendre et al. (2008a).

**Developmental data set**

We have undertaken a comprehensive survey of the literature to document developmental data for termites and outgroup species (supporting information Table S1 and Appendix S1). Our developmental data set comprised two “kinds” of homologous developmental sequences: sequences ending in the alate stage and sequences ending in the soldier stage. We explain below the rationale for treating these as two developmental sequences (some supporting information details are given in Appendix S2). The alate stage constitutes the final stage in the imaginal line and every developmental sequence ending in an alate stage is homologous. Similarly, even if a few studies (e.g., Myles 1986) have shown that reproductive soldiers can occur in Termopsidae in exceptional circumstances, the soldier stage is a final stage in the development of an individual. Moreover, soldiers probably have a single origin (Noirot and Pasteels 1987). Every developmental sequence ending in a soldier stage is thus homologous. On the contrary, pseudergates and true workers are not final stages given that they can still differentiate into soldiers or other stages. In several species, most, if not all, of the soldiers derive from a worker stage (Noirot 1985b). Consequently, developmental sequences ending in any worker stage could not be used as a third “kind” of developmental sequence. As not every species has been studied ontogenetically, some chimeras were
Phylogenetic analyses

We used parsimony and Bayesian methods to reconstruct phylogenetic trees and to conduct ancestral state reconstructions of developmental data. In parsimony, we analyzed developmental data as “dynamic” and “static” characters (i.e., developmental sequences either optimized during tree search with direct optimization procedures or aligned before tree reconstruction, respectively) to show that specific phylogenetic methods would not alter any of our main conclusions.

Phylogenetic analyses were conducted under direct optimization (DO; Wheeler 1996) with POY 4.1.1 using the parsimony criterion. All the analyses were performed on a personal computer with 3.25 GB RAM and an Intel Xeon CPU E5410 at 2.33 GHz. For both molecular and developmental data, all events (i.e., substitutions and insertions/deletions) were equally weighted during the search procedure. Data sets were analyzed separately and in combination following search procedures including branch swapping, tree fusing and ratcheting algorithms. Molecular data outnumbered developmental data but analyzing developmental data alone was of prime importance for tree reconciliation analyses (see Tree Comparisons and Reconciliation Analyses Section). In the combined analysis, we did not provide differential weights for any character, meaning that each character (molecular or developmental) participated to the same degree to tree reconstruction. Bootstrap values were calculated in POY with 1000 replicates. In addition, we conducted “static” phylogenetic analyses in a Bayesian framework with a GTR + I + Γ model, running for 10 millions of generations. Details of all phylogenetic analyses are provided in supporting information Appendix S2.

Ancestral state reconstruction (ASR) and timing of differentiation

ASR of developmental data was carried out in parsimony (under dynamic and static homology) and probabilistic frameworks. Under dynamic homology (parsimony criterion), we used POY 4.1.1 (Varón et al. 2010) and Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison 2009). Ancestral states were reconstructed both on the combined (i.e., developmental and molecular data) and on the molecular topologies. Under static homology (parsimony and Bayesian criteria), we first reconstructed multiple alignments of developmental sequences from clustalW as implemented in BioEdit 7.0.5.1 (Hall 1999). This resulted in a 27 characters long concatenated alignment (supporting information Appendix S3) with 13 positions involving pseudergates, “true” workers or both character states. We then performed parsimony and Bayesian ASR of these 13 developmental characters with Mesquite and BayesTraits v1.0 (Pagel et al. 2004) using a covarion model. In Bayesian analyses, ancestral states for each node of termite phylogeny were reconstructed using the topology found in Bayesian inference (BI). Details are provided in supporting information Appendix S2.

From the ASR, we estimated the evolution of the timing of differentiation between sexual and sterile lines. We used the occurrence of the first nymphal stage as a proxy to determine this differentiation as it is a pivotal stage in termite developmental pathways. Indeed, it is an obligatory stage on the alate (sexual) line but does not occur on the “true” worker (sterile) line. It is thus an accurate estimate of the timing of differentiation between sterile and sexual lines in species with “true” workers. As for species with pseudergates, an instar that can occur through regressive molts from nymph, it is a conservative estimate since timing of differentiation might be later but not sooner.

Tree comparisons and reconciliation analyses

We assessed the congruence between molecular and developmental topologies using the quartet SD value (Q) as implemented in Component 2.0 (Page 1993). We then compared this Q-value to a random distribution of SD values. To obtain this distribution, we generated 50 trees of 89 leaves and computed Q values for each comparison, resulting in a distribution of 1225 values (50 × 49/2 = 1225). To compute a Q-value between two trees, they must have the same terminals. Our molecular tree was, however, taxonomically more diverse than our developmental tree, because some taxa with molecular sequences lacked developmental data. Thus, we pruned the molecular tree so that only relationships between species with developmental data were displayed.

We also conducted reconciliation analyses between developmental and molecular trees. Association between “lineages” can be studied by “reconciling” trees of these “lineages” (Page and Charleston 1998). Reconciling two trees consists of superposing these trees. If both trees are perfectly congruent,
We suggest here a developmental interpretation of each event in an organism–ontogeny association (bottom line in italics). See text for more details.
Termite phylogeny with worker caste ancestral states reconstructed from direct optimization of whole developmental sequences. These reconstructions imply four independent gains of the “true” worker caste. The phylogenetic relationships in termites are derived from a data set combining seven molecular markers and developmental data ($L = 17,773$ steps). Species with developmental data are in black. Dashed lines are used when worker stages are not present in the ancestral sequences reconstructed but are suspected in the corresponding lineages (e.g., some lineages wherein soldiers derived from larval stages, like in *Schedorhinotermes* sp.) Bootstrap values above 50 are displayed at each corresponding node.

Fig. 2. Termite phylogeny with worker caste ancestral states reconstructed from direct optimization of whole developmental sequences. These reconstructions imply four independent gains of the “true” worker caste. The phylogenetic relationships in termites are derived from a data set combining seven molecular markers and developmental data ($L = 17,773$ steps). Species with developmental data are in black. Dashed lines are used when worker stages are not present in the ancestral sequences reconstructed but are suspected in the corresponding lineages (e.g., some lineages wherein soldiers derived from larval stages, like in *Schedorhinotermes* sp.) Bootstrap values above 50 are displayed at each corresponding node.
from one to three in parsimony, whereas ASR in BI suggested three origins. We summarized the results of the different ASR in Table 2.

Tree comparisons and reconciliation analyses
To assess the phylogenetic signal conveyed by developmental data, we compared the topologies obtained in DO from the molecular and developmental data sets with the quartet SD value \( Q \). This statistics revealed that, despite a low resolution at the intra-familial level, the developmental tree was more congruent with the molecular one than by chance alone (quartet SD value \( Q = 0.384 \) vs. \( Q = 0.667 \) for 1225 random comparisons), and thus that developmental sequences conveyed a strong phylogenetic signal, at least at the familial level.

We also conducted reconciliation analyses between developmental and molecular trees. Multiple optimal solutions (cost = 142) were found with 22–23 cospeciation events, 10–12 sorting events, 20–25 duplications, and 41–46 switches. One optimal representative solution with 22 cospeciation and 20 duplication events was randomly chosen to be displayed in Table 3. Most duplication events occurred in Kalotermitidae, Termopsidae, and Prorhinotermes clades. Such results signified that developmental plasticity increased independently in these lineages, and not ancestrally to termites as previously suggested by Noirot (1985a). The latter hypothesis would have implied that multiple duplication events would have occurred ancestrally to all termites, a prediction we did not find here.

DISCUSSION
Termites phylogenetic relationships
Our phylogenetic hypothesis, reconstructed from molecular and developmental data, is similar to the most recent molecular hypotheses (Inward et al. 2007; Legendre et al. 2008a) with
Fig. 4. Developmental pathways evolution. The timing of differentiation between sexual and sterile lines was ancestrally late (6th molt—linear-like pathway) and occurred much earlier (pink arrows—bifurcated pathway) convergently in Hodotermitidae and in the clade (Rhinotermitidae + “Serritermitidae” + Termitidae). A later timing of differentiation (blue arrows) occurred in Termopsidae and Prorhinotermitidae, two lineages with pseudergates. Ancestral sequences have been reconstructed on the combined topology and are presented here on a simplified tree. Both sequences ending in soldier (above) and alate stages (below) are shown. In each box, a plane line indicates the current state of timing of differentiation, whereas a dashed line represents the ancestral timing of differentiation (i.e., the state at the immediate previous node). The molt at which the timing of differentiation occurs is specified ancestrally and for each node where a change is postulated; this timing was hypothesized using the nymphal stage as a proxy (see text for further explanations). Alphabet as in Fig. 1.
Isoptera, Hodotermitidae, and Kalotermitidae found monophyletic with high support values, whereas Rhinotermitidae and Termopsidae are paraphyletic. Nevertheless, three unexpected results deserve to be discussed: the position of S. sphaerothorax and the placement of Serritermitidae and Kalotermitidae.

In a previous study (Legendre et al. 2008a), we found two alternate positions for the Serritermitidae according to analysis parameters. Either Serritermitidae was sister group to (Rhinotermitidae + Termitidae), or it was nested within Rhinotermitidae as sister taxon to Termitogeton. Sequencing G. oculatus, a species hypothesized to belong to Serritermitidae (Cancello and DeSouza 2004), we bring here new data supporting the latter hypothesis. This result contradicts the family status of the Serritermitidae but supports a single origin of a pseudergate caste for Glossotermes, Termitogeton, and Prorhinotermes, which is of prime importance for our understanding of caste evolution in termites. We now have at hand a whole clade to study pseudergate evolution and to compare with Kalotermitidae and Termopsidae (Fig. 2).

The second unexpected result refers to the position of S. sphaerothorax. Even though the hypothesis that S. sphaerothorax belongs to Macrotermiteinae has been doubted (Aanen et al. 2002), all known morphological and behavioral characters support its inclusion within Termitidae so that its placement in some of the present analyses within Rhinotermitidae as a sister-taxon to the clade ((Termitogeton sp., “Serritermitidae”), Prorhinotermes canaliifrons) is doubtful. Our previous molecular analyses (Legendre et al. 2008a) and the present Bayesian result (supporting information Fig. S1), in which S. sphaerothorax is nested within Termitidae, also validate this interpretation. So far, S. sphaerothorax phylogenetic placement is, however, unstable, which can probably be explained by a lack of data. Indeed, ~80% of the molecular data are missing for this taxon. To complete the sampling of the genetic loci for S. sphaerothorax is thus required before drawing any conclusion about its phylogenetic position.

Finally, as already found previously (Legendre et al. 2008a), our phylogenetic result contradicts Inward et al.’s work (2007), as to the position of Kalotermitidae. Inward et al. (2007) and Legendre et al. (2008a) studies differ in taxonomic and character samplings, and in phylogenetic reconstruction methods as well. It is therefore not so surprising that they have ended up with different conclusions. But it should be noted that, first, both studies are compatible with convergent origins of “true” worker castes. Second, both topologies are poorly supported when it comes to the phylogenetic position of Kalotermitidae [Bremer value of 2 (Inward et al. 2007), or position methodology-dependent (Legendre et al. 2008a)]. Thus, the next taxonomic sampling effort in termite phylogenetics should focus on Kalotermitidae and Termopsidae species to decipher interfamilial relationships.

### Table 2. Summary of the ancestral state reconstructions of both worker castes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evolutionary events</th>
<th>Ancestral state reconstruction methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of origins</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of losses</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudergates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of origins</td>
<td>1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of losses</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple origins of the “true” worker caste are inferred whatever methods are used.

### Table 3. Reconciliation analyses between species and ontogenetic trees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clade</th>
<th># of cospeciation events (inheritance)</th>
<th># of duplication events (increase in plasticity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outgroups</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastotermes lineage</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalotermitida</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Termopsidae + Hodotermitida + Rhinotermitida + Serritermitida + Termitidae)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termopsida</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hodotermitida</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Serritermitida + Prorhinotermes + Termitogeton)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Heterotermes + Coptotermes + Reticulitermes + Termitidae)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caste and ontogenetic pathways evolution

By analyzing entire developmental sequences instead of mapping binary characters, we develop here a more detailed pattern of caste evolution than in previous studies. Whereas it was impossible with binary characters to reconstruct an unambiguous scenario for the evolution of the “true” worker
caste (Thompson et al. 2000, 2003; Grandcolas and D’Haese 2002, 2004; Inward et al. 2007), we show here that “true” workers, individuals belonging to a very specialized caste involving altruism, evolved multiple times in termites (from two to four independent origins). For pseudergates, results are less straightforward as both a single origin and multiple origins are postulated according to the analyses. The latter hypothesis with convergent origins is congruent with Parmentier and Roisin’s work (2003), which emphasized the developmental differences between Termitogeton planus on one hand, and Kalotermitidae and Termopsidae on the other hand. These differences would be explained by different evolutionary origins and through different developmental processes, a conclusion that would have been impossible to reach if binary characters had been used. Moreover, our results suggest that this caste might have evolved from “true” workers (ancestrally or within Rhinotermitidae according to ASR methods), an unexpected result contradicting Cope’s rule of specialization, wherein the acquisition of a complex and highly specialized character is considered an evolutionary dead end (Cope 1896). Again, this would be congruent with the study on T. planus, whose second instar larvae have wing buds, but not the subsequent instars. The occurrence of wing buds in the second instar would be reminiscent of a typical “true” worker development (like the one found in Termitidae and some Rhinotermitidae species) with an early differentiation of nymphs, which are characterized by wing buds. Additionally, reconciliation analyses suggest that the developmental data set has a strong phylogenetic signal (Fig. 3) and that developmental plasticity is not an ancestral feature to termites but evolved convergently in different lineages (e.g., Kalotermitidae, Prorhinotermes—Table 3). Thus, our results mostly confirm Noirot’s hypothesis (1985a, b)—multiple origins of the “true” worker caste, ancestral high flexibility and linear-like pathway, with multiple origins of a “true” worker caste in termites, which would have evolved from an ancestor with a weakly flexible and linear developmental pathway (Fig. 4). Our results about ancestral flexibility are, however, more congruent with Watson and Sewell’s hypothesis (1985—a single origin, ancestral medium flexibility and bifurcated pathway). High flexibility would have been acquired convergently mostly in Kalotermitidae, Termopsidae, and (Termitogeton + Serritermitidae + Prorhinotermes), three lineages in which species do not build “true” nests but live within their relatively ephemeral food source, the dead wood. Once their food is almost consumed, some individuals (alates) need to disperse to ensure colony survival, selecting therefore for a high flexibility and a late timing of differentiation. Conversely, Hodotermitidae, Termitidae, and some Rhinotermitidae species (Grassé 1986) live in a more perennial environment as they build “true” nests (e.g., cathedral mounds), and they have weakly flexible post-embryonic developmental pathways. This corroborates a classical evo-devo hypothesis (Nijhout 2003), wherein environmental cues [here, dependent of species foraging type sensu Abe (1987)] are directly related to developmental flexibility. These results suggest that acquisition of stable conditions has been a prime mover for the evolution of irreversibly sterile caste. This is congruent with recent hypotheses and models about eusociality emphasizing the role of ecological pressures as a key phenomenon to drive evolution (Johns et al. 2009; Lion and Gandon 2010).

While we are still puzzled by the underlying processes responsible for sterile caste evolution in diploid organisms under natural selection, the phylogenetic analysis of developmental sequences reveals that such a Darwinian paradox occurred repeatedly in termites. These results will help identify new model termite species for evo-devo studies, which is pivotal for any major advances in the field (Jenner and Wills 2007). For instance, Hodotermes mossambicus, with its convergent “true” workers origin and timing of differentiation, appears as an adequate taxon to compare with Termitidae species. Similarly, P. canalifrons should be a valuable model species to start with on pseudergate evolution and to compare to Kalotermitidae species. In addition, we show here that obligatory sterile castes do not appear necessarily as an evolutionary dead-end, with transitions from “true” worker to pseudergate, contradicting Cope’s rule of specialization (1986). These results reveal that caste and developmental pathway evolution in termites is versatile.
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